
Protective clothing made with PBI flame resistant fibres withstands the increasing 
dangers associated with firefighting, arc flash, and flash fire. 

The fabric does not shrink, become brittle, or break open under extreme heat and 
flame exposure, providing firefighters and industrial workers with superior protection. 

PBI Fibres
PBI® (polybenzimidazole) stable fibre is an organic fibre that provides thermal 
stability for a wide range of high temperature applications. PBI® fibre will not burn
in air, it does not melt or drip and it will retain its strength and flexibility after exposure 
to flame.

Fabric Name: MELBA ENFORCER® PBI Gold®
Weight gm²: 220gm²
Composition: 40% PBI / 60% Kevlar
Weave/Knit: Twill Ripstop

Description: 220 gsm PBI Gold®
Attributes: Water / Oil Repellant
Compliance: Meets outer shell requirements of 

  AS/NZS 4967:2009 and Amendments

Melba ENFORCER® is made from a blend of PBI® fibre and Kevlar®. 
This blend is recognised worldwide as a leader in outer shell technology and has 
been developed to be sympathetic to Australia’s harsh conditions. 

The Melba ENFORCER® blend utilises finer yarn counts to offer lighter outer shell 
technology. These finer yarns ensure Melba ENFORCER® has a better ‘cover factor’. 
That is, it is woven tighter – offering exceptional thermal resistance and in tandem 
with our patented water-repellent finish that offers additonal protective performance 
against chemical splash and liquid penetration.

Melba ENFORCER® is the outer shell of first choice:
■

  Exceptional thermal performance Melba ENFORCER® thermal exposure. 
 It will remain supple and retain its strength characteristics.

■
  

Melba ENFORCER® offers high tear strength and tensile characteristics.
 Even in such demanding environment it has the durability to last the distance.

■

  

Melba ENFORCER® rip-resist weave adds to the level of durability and 
 high abrasion resistance

■

  

Chemical Resistance Super durable water-repellent finish, Melba 
 ENFORCER® ensures you stay drier longer.

■

  

Meets the outer shell requirements of AS/NZS 4967:2009
■

  

Tested to EN 469 Safety Requirements (Test Data Available online)
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